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Choose to live...
choose Milford

Milford Protecta Net
The Milford Protecta Net is an amazingly versatile
cargo net that will adapt to numerous
configurations to suit your lifestyle.
From camping gear to sports equipment, groceries
to hardware, the Protecta Net can be configured to
allow you to travel in safety, with the knowledge
that your cargo is safely restrained.
• Convenient multi-purpose storage
• Universal fit/suits most vehicles
• Helps everything stay in place

Vehicle Load Restraint
Product Range
ISO14001
Cert# C10364

ISO9001 QS9000
Lic. No. QEC 1881/2

www.cargobarrier.com

Milford Industries, 20 Fitzroy Ave, Camden Park, South Australia 5038
Phone: +61 (0)8 8294 5955 Fax: +61 (0)8 8294 2600 Email info@cargobarrier.com
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A collision or heavy braking can be deadly...

...if

your tools
slam forward!

...if

your 4WD/SUV
rolls over!

...if

your shopping
shoots forward!

...if

your sports bag
knocks you over!

Milford Cargo Barriers
for vans and commercial vehicles

Milford Cargo Barriers for
SUV/4WD vehicles

Milford Cargo Barriers
for passenger vehicles

Milford Safety Net - safety
with style and flexibility

The ultimate in employee protection!
We provide maximum occupant safety from the
potentially lethal effects
of unrestrained load,
giving piece of mind to
company directors and
fleet managers.

For death defying protection off road!
Designed and tested to protect you, your family and
your passengers from
potential disaster even in
the most demanding
driving conditions.

Family protection you can count on!
Without it the odds are stacked against you and your
loved ones – don’t risk
taking your family
anywhere without one.

The Milford Safety Net for 4WDs,
SUVs and Cross-Over vehicles is
today’s lifestyle choice for
active, safety conscious
vehicle owners.

Insist on Milford Cargo Barriers
for the ultimate in safety
It’s incredible the damage that loose loads can do to the occupants of a vehicle
when braking in an emergency or in the event of an accident or roll over. Save
those you care about from potentially lethal loads like groceries, work gear,
camping or sporting equipment, all of which can be hurled forward at great force.
Remember that a suitcase weighing the airline limit of 20kg, hard up against the
seat, will strike with the force of a Harley Davidson® in a 48kph crash!
Not only does a Milford Cargo Barrier restrain heavy loads but in the case of a roll
over can keep the roof from collapsing by acting as a structural bulkhead. This
makes it an essential part of any vehicle travelling outside city limits.

Milford - Behind you all the way
For more than 20 years, Milford has successfully designed, tested and
manufactured its unique range of Vehicle Load Restraint (VLR) products
to the highest possible standards. Milford is independently accredited by the
Australian Testing Authority (NATA) to test its products to AS/NZS 4034, the
most stringent load restraint performance Standard in the world.
Milford has the largest range of VLR products worldwide with a range of
more than 200 Cargo Barriers and Safety Nets to suit all manner of
Passenger, Light Commercial and Sports Utility Vehicles.
Insist on Milford - otherwise the odds are stacked against you
and your family.

To see more death defying examples of load restraining from Milford visit www.cargobarrier.com

